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HAPPY NEW YEAR!!

JANUARY MEETING:

Wednesday,
January 10, 2007
PIZZA and Chit-Chat at 6:00 PM

Meeting- 7:00 PM
American Legion Post #2
2125 S. Industrial Park Ave.
in Tempe

JANUARY 10, 2007 DFC SPEAKER: John Tavenner from the San
Juan/ Animas area. Okay DFC gang...shake off those old thoughts of the
one that got away last year and start your New Year’s off by joining the rest
of your fishing buddies and guests for the January DFC meeting on the
10th...Come early and grab some pizza and tell us what fishing gear Santa
set under the tree for you (...yeah maybe you’ve got braggin’rights to do).
The night should be very informative with our guest speaker, John Tvenner
from Sandstone Anglers. John is the Head Guide with Sandstone Anglers,
and has been guiding in the San Jaun area since 1988. So mark it all on your
calendar and we’ll see you Wednesday the 10th of January!
Thanks Tyler Stone...looks like and sounds like another fine catch you where able to bring to the net.
I’ll bet John Tavenner will have plenty of information for those who have never had the pleaseures of
feeling a rod bend to the cork while fishing the San Jaun. Editor: R.McKeon

....some notes an’ stuff from my library

R.McKeon

CASTING HEAVY, LARGE, WIND-RESISTANT FLIES
By Dave Leonhard

very spring, anglers take to deep post-runoff rivers with large, heavy often wind resistant flies
designed to fool big, ravenous trout. And, as they do, they soon discover that heavy nymphs,
enormous streamers and large wind resistant flies require a little different approach to consistently hit the target and avoid hitting the rod, or creating tailing loops. I will discuss why casting
those wind resistant heavy, large flies can be so difficult and how to cast such flies more easily.
First, one of the most common mistakes that fly casters make when choosing large streamers is
choosing a line weight that is too light. Many fly anglers use the same 5 weight line to deliver a #4
bead head woolybugger that they use to fish #18 sulfurs. Choose a heavier line weight that is better
suited to large flies you will be fishing, or select patterns that are smaller and less wind resistant to
better fit your lighter line weight choice. Also choose a leader that has a large enough diameter to
turn over the larger fly. Tippets that are too light often collapse and fail to lay out fully. The “Rule
of 3” is a good general guide (#6 fly/3=2x tippet), but if the fly is unusually heavy or wind resistant
for the size hook, go to a larger diameter.
Next, consider that moving a large fly through the air requires more energy than a small fly. For
some, adding more energy alone will result in tailing loops. This is usually the results of adding the
additional power in too short of a stroke that creates an abrupt surge of power and a resulting tail in
the loop. So to add more power and avoid the tail and resulting knots, smooth out the power application by extending your stroke. A longer stroke will build energy smoothly and help carry the fly
high over the tip of the rod toward the target. Some are able to visualize this longer stroke as dragging the fly through the air to a stopping point rather than punching the fly out at the target. Certainly
a dragging motion more closely describes the gradual application of power so necessary to move the
heavy fly to the target without the abruptness that creates the tailing loop. A great way to practice
this stroke is to put 50 or 60 feet of line out on the lawn, pull the slack out of the line and cast the
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CASTING HEAVY, LARGE, WIND-RESISTANT FLIES...continued
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line on the lawn making it lay out fully at the
end of the stroke. The resistance of the grass
will require that you add extra energy and a
long fluid stroke. Practice building the energy gradually up to a peak at the stop and see
how smoothly you can add the extra power
necessary for bigger flies.
Also, aim slightly higher on your cast.
Gravity will bring the fly down short of
your target if you don’t generate enough
energy to carry the larger fly to the target.
So buy a margin for error by aiming higher, add some extra power to the cast, and
the momentum and higher trajectory will
carry the fly farther with fewer problems.
(Figure 1)
Open your loop. While a tight loop is
something we strive for as casters, tight
loops leave little room for error when casting heavy wind resistant flies. Not generating enough energy to carry the fly over the
top of the rod can result in the fly crashing

1.) We will have 2 Membership raffles during the Jan meeting
a. All 2006 members will be in a drawing
for $300 DFC money. This can be used
for a DFC trip, donated to Canyon Creek
or Casting for Recovery or it can be given
back to DFC to purchase a special raffle
prize in your name. You do not need pre
sent to win.
b. 2007 Membership drive will be Jan –
April. All member renewals and new
memberships will be entered into a
monthly raffle for 12 raffle tickets. This
year the grand prize will be a fly rod. Get
your renewal in early so your name is in
all the monthly drawings. You must be
present for the monthly drawing for 12
raffle tickets but do not have to be present
for the grand prize drawing of the rod in
April.
2.) We will continue the incentive for sponsoring new members. Any current club
member that sponsors a new member will
receive 12 raffle tickets at the monthly meeting the new member pays their dues. If you
sponsor a new member make sure you come
see me to get your raffle tickets.
3.) The International Sportsman Expo is
March 9-11 at the new University of Phoenix
Stadium. We will have a booth for DFC and
will need volunteers to staff it. If you want
to work the booth keep those dates open.
There will be a sign-up sheet at the meeting.
See Cinda or me if interested.

Remember, however, that a larger loop
is not enough. The cast must have more
energy to reach the target. Apply the extra
energy smoothly over a long stroke with a
fairly large loop and aim it high toward your
target. The fly will travel well over the tip of
the rod and turn over fully.
Practice first without any fly to develop a
feel for the longer stroke and wider loop.
Then, practice these techniques in the yard
with a large wind resistant fly and later with
a heavyily weighted streamer (with the
hooks removed). Then add the various flies
and put your new skills to a test.
Editors Notes: This was an article that
appeared in Michigan Trout magazine 2005
and out of the kindness and appreciation of
our DFC fellow anglers I contacted Dave
Leonhard and asked if we could use his
neat article. Dave is a master certified casting instructor for the
Federation of Fly Casters,
casting instructor for the
Michigan Council TU
Fishing School, a life
member of TU, a member
of the Adams Chapter of
Trout Unlimited in
Traverse City, MI and
may be found at:
Dave Leonhard (Owner)
Orvis Michigan Fly Fishing
Schools
Orvis Streamside
223 E. Front Street
Traverse City, Michigan
49684
(231) 933-9300
info@streamsideorvis.com
www.streamsideorvis.com

into the rod or the back of your head. It’s
not coincidental that the number one reason for broken rods is impact from flies.
The tighter the loop, the more likely such a
scenario will occur. To allow for the drop
of the heavy fly and perhaps too little energy in the cast, open the loop. This will help
avoid hitting the rod with the fly.

Dave welcomes those of you who want to ask
questions further on information pertaining to
this article- please drop him an e-mail if you so
desire.

4.) New Members Dec 2006:
Joe McDonnell
Charlie Rosser
Membership Chairman DFC
480-586-7163
Chasr123@cox.net
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DVD REVIEWS
Reviewed by Bruce E. Harang
Note: This was an article found at the FFF web site.

Joan Wulff’s Dynamics of Fly Casting –
By Jeffrey Pill
Miracle Productions, Helena, MT, 2003
DVD, 1 hrs. 30 mins., suggested price $24.95 USD

Joan Wulff is without a doubt one of the
finest fly casters in the history of the flyfishing and tournament casting. This lady has also
spent a lifetime developing ways to teach others how
to become excellent fly casters. This DVD is the
result of all of her abilities both as a caster and as an
instructor. Everyone from absolute beginner to
advanced fly caster will find techniques, ideas,
methods, and instruction to make you a fly caster or
a much better fly caster. In this sport there is
absolutely no way to be as successful as you wish to
be, without first being a proficient fly caster. There
is no magic fly, fly line, rod, reel, or destination that
can overcome a fly fisher's inability to cast and present the fly well. This well produced fly-casting
course will provide you with all of the tools you
need to reach this necessary and desireable fly-casting proficiency.
The DVD is composed of twenty-three chapters
beginning with three short chapters summarizing
fly-casting's beginnings and Joan Wulff's fly-casting
background. These are followed by chapters on
Hand & Arm movement, Hand Tension, Seeing the
Cast, Casting at All Angles, Wind, Line Design &
Marking, Roll Cast, Basic Cast, False Casting,
Using Drift Time, Shooting Line, Reach Cast, Oval
Cast, Double Hauls, Distance Casting, Advanced
Techniques, Outdoor Practice, Indoor Practice,
Double Casting, and Closing. When the viewer masters each of these lessons he will have learned the
tools that will make him a much better fly caster and
fly fisher. You will note that there are two chapters
on "practice". Unfortunately, even Joan Wulff can't

provide you with these skills without you actually
practicing, practicing, and practicing. However, she
does provide you with some great ideas on how to
practice, what to practice, and where to practice so
that it can be as enjoyable as possible.
The material is presented in an easy to watch,
easy to learn manner which is the result of a wonderful on stage performance by Joan Wulff and the
professional production of Miracle Productions. The
sound and lighting as well as camera angles are
superb. No distractions for the viewer because wind
is howling in the microphone. No trying to squint to
see the fly line or find the speaker hidden by the
background or speaking with their backs to you the
viewer. Miracle Productions has produced another
movie-like DVD of the highest quality. That said, I
did enjoy the fact that in a few scenes they hired one
of the Ring Wraths to play the scene with its black
void face.
Overall, this is a must have DVD for anyone
who casts a fly line for the joy of casting or the pleasure of fishing.

A Reason to Never Go
Fishing Alone
By Duaine Berger – From Sierra Pacific Flyfishers
Newsletter

It was time for me to leave Alaska after six
weeks of warm weather. My son Mark and I had
many fine days fishing the streams that feed Kenai
Lake and in the high country near Glen Allen. So, it
was only natural, when we had a beautiful day, that
we decided to get in one last day of fishing to catch
small trout and a few big Dollies.
It was September 7th, the day before my scheduled departure and we drove out to fish in a small
lake near Portage Glacier. It was a beautiful morning
and we were just cruising along in a lazy “Fly
Fishing Mode”. We parked, suited up, and waded

out to small island in the middle of the (very shallow) lake. I left Mark, and walked along the island’s
shore looking for a good spot to fish. After a while,
I heard him calling to get my attention … I thought
he caught a fish. However, when I got back to where
I had left him, he was sitting in the water at the edge
of this very shallow lake with a frustrated look on
his face. He said “I’m hurt, I’m hurt really bad”.
I helped him to sit up on the bank and had him
leave his leg in the cold water while I hiked about a
quarter mile back to his truck to get something to
use to make a splint. I found a length of quarter inch
poly rope and two Alder branches that could be fashioned into a splint. When I got back to him, we
wrapped his boot and leg into a solid position. We
then hobbled and crawled the quarter mile across the
shallow water and thick Alder trees, back to the
truck.
We still had no idea how badly he was hurt.
After a careful trip to Anchorage, (about one hour to
crawl out to the truck, and another hour and half
drive to the hospital), we got to the emergency room.
The x-rays they took showed a shattered ankle, broken in three places with shards of bone all over the
place. The nurses in emergency were great. They
complimented us on the fine job of splinting….then
they said we must have been watching too much
wilderness survival on TV! The next day, a very
sharp orthopedic surgeon installed two side plates
and pinned his ankle back together. Thanks to our
working together to hold the damage to a minimum
and that excellent hospital staff….all went well.
Mark is home now with his leg up for six weeks,
and still wondering what happened. A simple walk,
in about six inches of water on level surface with a
mud base. Nothing stupid! He went down so fast, he
still can not believe it. Mark is a strong six footer
who weights 170 pounds, and walks at least a mile
or two every day. Not the type of guy you would
expect to break a bone in such a simple fall. So much
for a warm September day of quiet fishing. Needless
to say, we didn’t even catch a fish.
I don’t know what would have happened to
Mark if I hadn’t been with him. As a result, I have a
basic observation to pass along. When you plan to
go “far back” into a quiet place, away from people,
please remember that an injury or other emergency
can happen to anyone, at any time….and you may
not be able to get out under your own
power….NEVER GO FISHING ALONE!
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